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Signal-to-noise ratio evaluation of fibre Bragg
gratings for dynamic strain sensing at elevated
temperatures in a liquid metal environment.
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Abstract—Vibration measurements of the fuel assembly of
a nuclear reactor are a very useful tool to determine the
health and lifetime of the reactor core. The importance of these
measurements is exacerbated in the new generation of heavy
liquid metal reactors, where the fuel assembly is exposed to a
corrosive molten metal coolant at 300◦ C and where the space
between the individual fuel pins is limited to a few millimeters.
In this paper we consider fibre Bragg gratings as potential
candidates for carrying out fuel pin vibration measurements
in such an environment. We describe a dedicated method to
integrate fibre Bragg gratings in a fuel pin and we subject this
pin to conditions close to those encountered in a real heavy liquid
metal reactor. More specifically, we report on the performance of
draw tower gratings used as a vibration sensor when the fuel pins
are immersed in heavy liquid metal at 300◦ C for up to 700 hours.
The performance evaluation is based on monitoring the signalto-noise ratio of the grating’s spectral response as a function of
time. We show that accurate detection of the Bragg peak becomes
very challenging after 400 hours of exposure. Additionally, we
succeed to extend the useful lifetime with a factor of two by
using an appropriate integration of the fiber in the fuel pin and
by using an alternate peak detection algorithm.
Index Terms—optical fiber measurements, nuclear power generation safety, vibration measurement

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

YNAMIC strain measurements can provide information
that is valuable to derive the health of a structure [1],
[2], [3], [4]. In this study, the structure that is considered
is the fuel assembly in a heavy liquid metal (HLM) nuclear
reactor core. This assembly consists of a collection of fuel
pins that is subjected to the flow of the liquid metal reactor
coolant. The design of the fuel pins reported here is that of
the nuclear research reactor MYRRHA[5] that will be built
at the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK r CEN). The
coolant is molten lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE, melting point
123.5◦ C) at temperatures up to 300◦ C. Information derived
from dynamic strain measurements inside this fuel assembly
is required to understand the interaction between the flow of
the coolant and the fuel assembly. From this interaction, the
fuel assembly lifetime can be estimated and the mechanical
design optimized. Since the space between the individual fuel
pins of the assembly is limited (only a few millimeters), fibre
optic sensors are one of the very few options for measuring
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the fuel pin vibrations. Such sensors have already been used
many times to carry out dynamic strain measurements[2],
[6]. Fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs), more specifically, have a
proven potential when it comes to measuring vibrations[7],
[8], [9], [10].
To perform vibration measurements with FBGs it is necessary to attach the grating to the surface of the component or
to integrate it within the component and to ensure adequate
strain transfer between component and grating. In this paper
we therefore first demonstrate a dedicated method to integrate
FBGs in a nuclear fuel pin. We then describe how we exposed
the pin to conditions close to those encountered in MYRRHA,
as illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the effects of nuclear
radiation on the sensors do not need to be taken into account in
this study. FBGs will not be used during the actual exploitation
of the reactor. They serve as instruments to measure vibrations
in a mock-up situation, with the eventual intention to support
the optimization of the design of the fuel assembly. Actual
(radioactive) fuel pins may nevertheless generate a heat flow,
which could influence the pin vibration but this is considered
to be a secondary effect. We report on the performance of
the FBGs as a strain sensors when the fuel pin is immersed in
LBE during thermal cycles. The performance analysis is based
on recording the evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the individual sensors over time. This provides an estimate
of the useful lifetime of the sensors in reactor conditions. We
show how we can improve the service life of the optical fibre
sensors, first by identifying and reducing noise sources (such
as non-uniform strain) and second by implementing a Bragg
peak detection method that is immune to noise.
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP & SENSOR INTEGRATION
In order to perform dynamic strain measurements on the
surface of the individual fuel pins within the fuel assembly,
the fibre optic sensors need to be adequately attached to their
surface. The first step is therefore to define an appropriate
procedure to integrate the sensors within the fuel assembly.
The design is illustrated in Figure 2. The optical fibre is
inserted within a small groove that has been etched on the
fuel pin surface. The fibre is then coiled around and attached
to the fuel pin surface with an adhesive. We opted to use
type I draw tower gratings (DTGs)[11], [12], [13] which are
known to feature excellent strength and fatigue characteristics. Although other types of gratings could be considered,
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hesion (shore hardness of D75) between the optical fibre and
the fuel pin structure. The substance has adequate out-gassing
properties and can serve as a non-abrasive filler while retaining
excellent chemical and moisture resistance. The adherence of
this adhesive to both glass and stainless steel is excellent. Note
that after curing of the adhesive the instrumented fuel pin was
kept at 275◦ C for several hours in order to (further) anneal
the gratings.
A. Adhesive particle size analysis

Figure 1: Illustration of the instrumented fuel pins after being
immersed in molten lead bismuth eutectic at 300◦ C
groove
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We chose for an adhesive with a small particle size of less
than 20 µm. This not only ensures a non-porous protection but
also minimally affects the spectral shape of the grating reflection. To verify this we analyzed the effect of the particle size
on the local strain relief on the fibre Bragg sensor using a finite
element (FE) software package (COMSOL multiphysics)[19].
The strain profile for each particle size was calculated at the
fibre edge using a Hertz model (see also [20], [21], [22])
with continuous boundary conditions. We first calculated the
stress in the optical fibre perpendicular to the contact plane
to validate the finite element model with the Hertz model.
The relative Von Mises stresses for a single particle acting
on the optical fibre according to the Hertz model and the FE
simulations are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Photograph and scheme of an optical fibre with
draw tower gratings embedded in a small helicoidal groove
near the surface of the pin.
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the former property is especially important during thermal
cycles (and shocks) where wavelength shifts up to 10 nm
have been encountered. The higher yield strength of DTGs
is also particularly important during installation of the fuel
pins in the complex reactor vessel structure: as they feature
a higher strength than recoated FBGs they are less likely to
fail during installation and use. The fibres with DTGs have
an ORMOCER (organic modified ceramics)[11], [14], [15],
[16] coating. Alternatives have been considered such as metal
coated fibres (e.g. aluminium or copper coated fibres from
IVG fiber [17]). However, due to the properties of LBE at
elevated temperatures, metals should be chosen carefully in
order avoid so called liquid metal induced embrittlement. This
process causes materials to become brittle as a consequence
of exposure to liquid metal at elevated temperatures. Due to
the nature of the experimental setup, a portion of the fibre will
always be unprotected and exposed to the LBE. Hence metal
coated fibres are not adequate. Ceramics on the other hand
have shown to be inert to LBE.
The adhesive used for attaching the fibre to the fuel pin
is a single component modified polyimide adhesive (Polytec
TC P-490 )[18], which is rated for continuous operation above
300◦ C. Upon temperature curing it sets to provide stiff ad-
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Figure 3: The relative Von Mises stress in the optical fibre
perpendicular to the fibre axis) are compared with the Hertz
model to validate the finite element (FE) model.
We then determined the grating spectral response using the
transfer matrix method[23] for the simulated strain profile
of an array of particles. This process was repeated for each
particle size. Finally, we compared the obtained spectral
response with that of an undisturbed grating by calculating
the (Pearson’s) correlation coefficient and relative reflectivity.
Figure 4 depicts the influence of the adhesive particle size on
the distortion of the spectral response of the Bragg sensors.
The colored lines in Figure 4 represent the filtered data
giving the trend for each particle size. Particle sizes between
100 − 150 µm yield a non-uniform strain profile at the
particle boundaries, that will cause a significant distortion in
the spectrum. For the particle sizes of the adhesive used in
this paper (i.e. < 20 µm) however, the strain profile will be
more uniform and therefore have a less significant effect on the
spectrum. The remaining distortion (indicated with the shaded
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Figure 4: The grain size of an adhesive used to attach an
optical fibre to a structure influences the distortion of the fibre
Bragg grating response spectrum after curing. The particle
sizes of the used adhesive (< 20 µm (gray area)) yield a
reduction in reflectivity on the order of 10%.
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Figure 5: Strain transfer coefficient along the fibre obtained
with the FE model and the theoretical model of [24].
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area in Figure 4) leads to a reduction in reflectivity on the
order of 10% .
B. Groove depth analysis
As already explained the optical fibre was inserted in a
groove that was etched at the fuel pin surface. Since the
location of maximal strain is at the surface of the fuel pin, the
depth of the groove should be as shallow as possible. On the
other hand, a deeper groove provides a larger contact surface
area between adhesive and fuel pin. We used COMSOL
multiphysics[19] to find the optimal groove depth. First, a part
of the fuel pin with a semi-circular groove (diameter = 300
µm) etched at the surface was defined. Silica fibre with a
cladding diameter of 125 µm and a coating diameter of 200
µm was placed at the centre of the groove. The remaining
gap was filled with the polyimide adhesive. The interfaces
were modelled as continuous boundaries. We then applied an
axial stress to the fuel pin part only. We define the strain
transfer coefficient as the ratio of the resulting strain level in
the grating to the strain level at the surface of the fuel pin in
absence of the fibre and etched groove. In order to validate
this numerical model, we compared it with a theoretical model
defined in [24]. A direct comparison between this theoretical
model and the used finite element model becomes possible
when the groove depth was further increased for the fibre to
be completely embedded. The strain transfer distribution along
the optical fibre obtained with the FE model and the theoretical
model by [24] are plotted in Figure 5. The good agreement
between the two models validates the FE approach.
Figure 6 shows the strain transfer simulation results for
several groove depths between 0 µm (no groove) and 300 µm
(complete immersion of the fibre). The optimal groove depth
of approximately 300 µm appears to be a bit larger than the
radius of the coated optical fibre. For this groove depth, the
resulting strain transfer is maximal and equal to 84%. Further
optimization is possible if wider grooves are considered since
the thickness of the adhesive layer plays an important role in
the transfer of the strain. In this application however, larger
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Figure 6: Strain transfer coefficient from fuel pin to fibre as
a function of the groove depth
grooves should be avoided since these are technically difficult
to produce without damaging the cladding of the fuel pin, as
can be seen from the wall thickness of only 0.5 mm in Figure
2.
III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we first explain the results of the SNR
evaluation of the fibre Bragg sensor response when exposed to
the reactor environment. The useful sensor lifetime will prove
to be limited if no specific care is taken. Therefore, in the
second paragraph of this section we suggest two approaches
to improve the useful lifetime.
A. SNR evaluation in reactor environment
The characteristics and the sensing capabilities of the DTG
sensors are affected during exposure to high temperatures.
For the grating, both the modulation and the mean value of
the refractive index decay with time. The decay results in a
loss of reflectivity (grating bleaching) and a shift in Bragg
wavelength (drift)[25]. The decay rate is a function of the
temperature. For long term and high temperature applications,
a sufficiently high reflectivity and a stable wavelength shift
should be guaranteed. In this study we investigate this effect
for the DTGs attached to the surface of fuel pins and subjected
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We logged the reflection spectra of the DTGs every 5
seconds with a spectral resolution of 5 pm (using a Micron
Optics SM125 interrogator)[26]. From these reflection spectra
we evaluated the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each grating
response over time without any additional excitation. The SNR
is defined as the ratio between the maximum reflected power
and the noise floor (at wavelengths in the vicinity of the
Bragg peak). Figure 7 shows the SNR of a selected DTG
as a function of time. The experimental data is represented
with dots. As expected, the SNR exhibits a gradual decrease
over time[25], [27], [28], [29], [30]. The thermal decay of
the index modulation related to this process can usually be
described with an exponential decay (first order Arrhenius)
function. The fitted function is given by:
SNR = a · eb·t
with a = 8.3 ± 0.18 , b = −1.6 ± 0.75 · 10−3

(1)

and is represented in Figure 7 as a solid line. During the first
few hours, the fit underestimates the experimental data. This
underestimation can be explained first by the transient nature
of the temperature shock upon immersion and then by the
gradual increase in temperature. At this stage, the materials
exposed to the LBE environment are still settling, i.e. residual
strain is removed. After 600 hours we again notice a discrepancy between the fitted data and the experimental results. This
can be the result of DTGs annealing or degradation of the
adhesive or coating.
Figure 7 also shows the effect of the decay in index modulation on the spectral response of the selected grating at different
moments in time. The decrease in Bragg peak amplitude is
clearly visible up to 200 hours of exposure. Beyond that time,
non-uniform stresses in the adhesive layer are formed, which
lead to non-uniform strain distributions over the length of the
grating and thus to distortion of the Bragg response. During
exposure to the corrosive and high temperature environment
simulating the nuclear reactor core, small cracks can occur
in the bond layer. These cracks will be filled quickly with
the highly fluid LBE coolant releasing the stresses in the
bond layer locally. Cracks occur in random places and an
increasing number of cracks are created over time. The amount
of distortion of the spectrum therefore increases over time. The
combined effect of these phenomena would make dynamic

12.4
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1st order Arrhenius fit
10

SNR (dB)

to conditions close to those expected in the MYRRHA reactor.
We have exposed DTGs (annealed following the adhesive
curing as mentioned earlier) to LBE at 300◦ C. Several fuel
pin models were instrumented according to the integration
method described in Section II. After instrumentation, little
to no distortion of the spectral response of the Bragg gratings
was observed. This also supports the merit of the described
integration scheme. These instrumented fuel pin models were
then taken from room temperature to molten LBE at 150◦ C
(see also Figure 1). Afterward the temperature was gradually
increased with 2◦ C per minute up to the nominal reactor core
temperature of 300◦ C. This temperature was adjusted with a
PID controller and kept constant during the remainder of the
experiment.
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Figure 7: SNR of the spectral response of DTGs in the reactor
environment as a function of time. The shape of the spectra
at different times is shown for sake of illustration.

strain measurements increasingly difficult.
To evaluate the exposure time as of which reliable dynamic
measurements would no longer be possible, we relied on the
measured static spectral response. Controlled dynamic excitation of the fuel pins inside the reactor environment is very
challenging and hence we used the frequently logged spectral
responses to estimate the dynamic measurement capability
of the gratings for different SNRs. Every hour a subset of
100 consecutive spectra was used to generate a simulated
vibration output. First a sine wave input was defined with
a 5 pm wavelength shift amplitude. This wavelength shift
corresponds to strain values that we believe is representative
for the actual fuel pins. For each step of this sine wave,
a random spectrum of the subset was selected and shifted
accordingly. Comparing the input wave with the estimated
Bragg wavelength shift in every step yields an estimation of
the performance of the DTGs for vibration measurements at
that moment in time. The result is shown in Figure 11(a).
The comparison is given by the coefficient of determination
or R2 value. The Bragg peak was identified using a traditional
Gaussian fitting algorithm[31]. Figure 11(a) indicates that in
the first 400 hours of exposure - when the SNR is still high the R2 value is larger than 90%. However, around 400 hours
of exposure to the LBE environment at 300◦ C, the spectral
response of the gratings has degraded significantly, resulting
in a R2 value below 10%. To identify the acceptable SNR
range, we evaluate the SNR as a function of the R2 value
(Figure 8). We then fitted an exponential decay to the resulting
curve and determined the 1/e point (represented with the solid
vertical line in Figure 8). At this point the SNR is still 4.6
dB but peak distortion makes it more difficult to identify
a unique Bragg wavelength as the SNR decreases further.
As a consequence, vibration measurements with the current
parameters for a grating become prone to errors. In conclusion,
the spectral distortion rather than the thermal decay of the
reflectivity is the bottleneck when using DTGs for dynamic
strain sensing in molten LBE at elevated temperature. This
also means that high temperature gratings or gratings with
a higher initial reflectivity than DTGs would not necessarily
lead to better results. Once spectral broadening can be reduced,
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Figure 9: SNR of the spectral response of draw tower gratings
in the reactor environment as a function of time for the design
with glass capillary.

these other types of gratings will allow further increasing the
lifetime of the sensors. In the following subsection we explore
two approaches to tackle the issue of spectral distortion.

time of the FBGs. When the glass capillary is added, the decay
of the SNR can be attributed to the loss in reflectivity alone.
The shape of the Bragg spectrum is now retained since only a
uniform strain field acts on the fibre sensor. There is no more
ambiguity in the position of the Bragg peak and thus the R2
value for simulated dynamic measurements (sine with 5 pm
amplitude) remains high (see Figure 11(b)). This leads to the
conclusion that adding the glass capillary in the integration
design improves the sensor useful time beyond the previously
identified limit of 400 hours.
The second approach to deal with the decreasing SNR
consists in using a more advanced Bragg wavelength identification technique. Sensing with FBGs usually relies on the
accurate detection and/or estimation of the Bragg wavelength.
To identify this peak in a spectrum several algorithms can
be adopted[32], [33]. We therefore compared several common
and less common algorithms to try to improve the useful
sensor time. Figure 10 compares a maximum detection, a
quadratic and cubic interpolation, a Gaussian fit[31], a centroid
approximation and a phase[34], [35] and cross correlation[36]
technique. The horizontal axis is the time given in hours
while the vertical axis gives the Bragg wavelength in arbitrary
units. To increase the legibility of Figure 10 and to ease the
comparison between the different algorithms, the result for
each algorithm has been shifted vertically by 100 pm. From
Figure 10, it is clear that from times just over 400 hours of
exposure, the quadratic, cubic, maximum interpolation and
Gaussian fit algorithm fail. This is the same point in time
that was identified in the previous section III-A. The Bragg
peak then appears to consist of a number of peaks that are
closely spaced and that have equal amplitudes yielding the
inaccurate estimation of the peak. In contrast, a cross or phase
correlation technique or a centroid approximation seems to be
less susceptible to the ambiguity since they do not make any
assumption about the shape of the Bragg peak.
On the right-hand side of Figure 10 we quantify the precision of each technique (assuming no other strain or heat
sources are present) by calculating the standard deviation of
each technique with the (linearized) experimental data. For
the quadratic, cubic, maximum and Gaussian technique this

B. Improvement of sensor useful time
To improve the useful lifetime of the sensor we first dealt
with the origin of the spectral distortion. In Section II we
have shown that the size of the grain of the adhesive bonding
influences the distortion of the spectrum. Moreover, we
explained that cracks in the bond layer also lead to distortion
of the spectrum. As a result dynamic strain measurements
become increasingly difficult. To accommodate for this we
altered the integration design to avoid direct contact of the
grating with the polyimide adhesive.
At the exact location of the FBGs the fibre was protected
with a small glass capillary. This capillary ensures uniform
strain transfer from the structure to the gratings while sacrificing a couple of millimeters of localized sensing. The
inner diameter of the capillary was 300 µm and the wall
thickness 200 µm. To accommodate for the size of the
capillary, we increased the size of the groove slightly. As a
result there was no direct contact between the adhesive and
the grating. By consequence the grain size and groove depth
have a less significant effect on the spectral response of the
grating. Several fuel pin models were instrumented and taken
from room temperature to molten LBE at 150◦ C. Again the
temperature was gradually increased (2◦ C/min) up to 300◦ C
and kept constant afterward. For this new design the SNR
could be evaluated from the spectral response. This is shown
in Figure 9. In this design the first order Arrhenius fit yields
SNR = a · eb·t
with a = 7.0 ± 0.07 , b = −1.1 ± 0.04 · 10−3 .

(2)

The effect of spectral distortion on the SNR values become
clear when comparing the exponential decrease of the SNR
values without (Figure 7) in the first case and with (Figure 9)
the glass capillary around the grating. Spectral distortion leads
to a faster decrease in SNR and thus decrease the serviceability
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Figure 10: The detrended Bragg peak estimation for several
peak detection algorithms. The scatter in the last 100 hours
gives an idea about the reliability of the technique at low SNR.

deviation is close to 20 pm. Finally the cross and phase
correlation algorithm and the centroid approximation have a
standard deviation of the order of 2 pm.
This result indicates that the phase correlation technique and
the centroid approximation are the best candidates for improving the sensor lifetime (even with low SNR). Figure 11(c)
shows the R2 value over time for the used phase correlation
technique and centroid approximation using the exact same
input (sine of 5 pm) and spectral data as in Figure 11(a). The
figure shows that the R2 value remains larger than 85% for
the entire 700 hours of exposure. The uncertainty on the R2
value does significantly increase at the critical point at just
over 400 hours, but it remains below 1.5%. In conclusion, the
phase correlation technique and centroid approximation allow
extending the useful time of the FBGs, even when the SNR
is low.
The suitability of the method described in the previous
paragraph has been experimentally confirmed by analyzing a
slow oscillating vibration signal applied to the fuel pins. After
700 hours of exposure to the LBE environment, the vessel was
opened and the fuel pins were manually excited to generate
a small and slow oscillating vibration signal. The resulting
spectral responses were analyzed with both a Gaussian peak
detection algorithm and a phase correlation technique. An
excerpt of the corresponding wavelength shifts is illustrated in
Figure 12. Both techniques show similar scatter as determined
in Figure 10. It is clear that the Gaussian peak detection
is unsuitable after 700 hours of exposure while the phase
correlation technique is still able to resolve a significant part
of the vibration signal.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have illustrated a procedure to integrate
draw tower gratings at the surface of a nuclear fuel pin to enable dependable dynamic strain measurements. We confirmed
the applicability of the used adhesive based on the grain size
and identified the optimal groove depth to ensure reliable
strain transfer between the fuel pin structure and the fibre.
Using the proposed integration scheme, we have validated the
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Figure 12: After 700 hours of exposure, a small and slow
oscillating signal was applied to the fuel pin mockup. Gaussian
peak detection together with phase correlation on the resulting
spectral response is shown. This result is very similar to the
conclusions from Figure 10.
sensors in the high temperature (300◦ C) and molten metal
environment (LBE) of the nuclear reactor core (in absence
of radiation). For this validation, we evaluated the SNR of
the spectral response of the gratings to define the useful
lifetime of the sensor. We showed that this time is limited
by the spectral distortion because of a non-uniform strain
field introduced by the combination of high temperature and
the molten LBE. To improve the useful sensor lifetime, we
adapted two approaches. The first approach requires adding
a glass capillary at the exact location of the grating. The
second approach was based on a comparison of peak detection
algorithms. The phase correlation or centroid approximation
technique proved to be the most promising. Both approaches
allowed increasing the useful lifetime of the draw tower
gratings above 700 hours. This period of time is believed to
be sufficient to enable a measurement campaign that allows
analyzing the dynamic properties of the fuel pins in reactor
conditions.
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